
Enlarging HPSG with lexical semanticsToni BadiaRoser Saur��This paper aims at enlarging the semantic treatment standardly assumedin HPSG in order to deal with several issues still not adequately solved, suchas: optional verbal and nominal complements, the implication of participantsand events that take part in the denotation of lexical items but are notsyntactically expressable, the selection restrictions imposed by predicates totheir arguments, and the non-intersective interpretation of adjectives. Tothis purpose we have modi�ed and enriched the content description level ofHPSG as well as its governing principle. Our semantic point of departure isthe Generative Lexicon model (GL), basically because of its rich and exibleview of semantics, and its similarity to HPSG with regard to the underlyingrepresentation logic. In particular, we have taken advantage of both the GLrepresentational aspect (that is, the multi-layered, structured conception ofsemantic information) and its generative dimension. The resulting proposalis implementable in LKB.1 IntroductionTraditionally NLP systems are syntactically centered and tend to use seman-tics as a complement to syntactic analyses in the cases that cannot be han-dled by syntax alone. It is true that most theoretically oriented approachesto syntax in NLP introduce an abstract level of representation which theylabel as semantic. This level, however, can hardly be called semantic, if theinformation that is represented in it is carefully considered. There are basi-cally two aspects that are dealt with under this heading: predicate-argumentstructure (which also includes modi�cation relations) and quanti�cation. Al-though quanti�cation is an essential element in semantic analysis, we are notgoing to be concerned with it here, since it is not a matter of lexical seman-tics (but rather belongs to the structural component of semantics). Let usjust mention in passing that in many cases quanti�cation is treated only tothe extent that the problems it brings about can be really avoided in parsingsentences.Argument structure and modi�cation, however, are both essential to syn-tactic analysis and central to any approach to lexical semantics. In this paper



we are interested in showing that these two perspectives can be integratedinto a single approach and that the resulting system behaves better thantraditional approaches. We are going to focus on HPSG because it is thetheory that we know best and it uses the same underlying logic as GL, thelexical semantics system that we are now going to integrate. In additionHPSG has become one of the standards for NLP applications, so that thereare now many projects that use HPSG (or HPSG-like) grammars for thesyntactic processing of texts.1 We are convinced however that nothing es-sential hinges on these choices: that is to say the basic ideas contained inthis paper could be implemented with other syntactic theories.In the next section we start by considering the traditional approach toargument-structure in HPSG and seeing its limitations. Section 3 introducessome of the speci�c data that cannot be dealt with by following the standardversion of HPSG. We develop our proposed revision of the HPSG semantictreatment in section 4, and we �nally apply it to the cases previously intro-duced (section 5).2 Limitations of the standard approachIn HPSG argument structure and modi�cation relations are coded, amongother aspects, in the content attribute, the level that contains the restric-tions to the index expressed in terms of parametrised states of a�airs (psoa).The general grammatical relations that are coded at this level overcome someof the most well-known form-function mismatches.2 Nonetheless, this levelin which argument structure and modi�cation are represented is still a directprojection of surface structure. It is certainly not a simple (or one-to-one)projection, but this is not su�cient to overcome its inherent limitations.Thus, for example, it is not easy to integrate in it argument positions thatdo not correspond to explicit surface positions (i.e., positions in the valencelists). And this is so because the psoa part of content has not been designedas a full semantic representation, but simply as a deep syntactic one.With respect to argument structure, then, the HPSG content representa-tion is not really semantic, but simply a more abstract syntactic representa-tion. This fact is somewhat obscured by the terminology used in this part of1Some of the relevant references are: van Eynde & Schmidt [1998], Kay et al. [1994],and http://hpsg.stanford.edu/hpsg/lingo.html.2Thus control relations are expressed by means of the coindexing of argument values inthe psoa, so that a single element in the valence list provides the content to two distinctargument positions. And passive is treated as a change in the correlation between elementsin the valence list and elements in the corresponding psoa.



the linguistic sign, which mainly derives from situation semantics. Thus at-tributes such as index or relation and typed values like parametrised stateof a�airs or individual give the impression that what is being representedis really semantic. However, a close analysis of the phenomena studied andthe treatments proposed clearly shows that the approach actually deals withthe interface between syntax and semantics, not with semantics proper. Letus just pick up two examples to show this. Firstly, the richest typing of thepsoa type that is available is the one used in binding theory [Pollard & Sag1994:c.6]. And, secondly, the most comprehensive proposal we know of theimplementation of argument structure and modi�cation [Badia & Colomi-nas 1998] is not aimed at representing the semantic implications of predicateclasses, but only at providing a consistent typing to all complement classes.HPSG, like other linguistic theories with a syntactic base, can adequatelydeal with many linguistic constructions: in general with those that relyeither on strict subcategorisation relations (between the complement andits head) or on an intersective interpretation of modi�cation. But there areconstructions that can not be easily dealt with with the standard approach tosubcategorisation or as intersective modi�ers. In what follows we are goingto examine some of these constructions: optional complements to verbs,complements to nouns in general (which are generally optional), and non-intersective modi�ers.3 Problematic dataNormally only two basic kinds of complements are distinguished: those thatare strictly subcategorised by the head (sometimes called \arguments") andthose that are not required for by their head {that is, modi�ers. However,as has very often been recognised, this distinction is not su�cient. Firstly, itdoes not allow us to deal adequately with complement optionality and forcesmost syntactically based systems to list distinct lexical entries of verbs inorder to account for their multiple realisations. Secondly, it does not allowus to represent those complements that are optional but still semanticallyselected by their heads, as is the case with most complements to nouns. And�nally, it does not allow us to deal adequately with complements that aresemantically implied even though they cannot be expressed at the surface.Complements to verbs are often optional, but their optionality may be ofdi�erent sorts. In some cases the distinction between two (or more) distinctlexical entries for the same verb might be justi�ed, but very often this is notthe case, since the presence or absence of the complement is due to syntacticand semantic properties of the sentence which have nothing to do with the



lexical semantics of the verb. This is the case, for example, of the absenceof the direct object in generic sentences (1a) and object deletion structures(1b):(1) a. Lathe mevamy germanasister semprealways d�onagives ato ONGsNGOsb. Aquestthis noiboy menjaeats moltvery deof pressahurryIn addition, there are cases, pointed out by Pustejovsky [1995], of com-plements that are clearly optional, but whose relation to the head is clearlycontrolled by the semantics of the verb; this is the case of the so-called default(d-arg) and shadow arguments(s-arg) respectively:(2) a. D-Arg: John built the house out of bricksb. S-Arg: Mary buttered her toast with an expensive butterComplements of nouns are even more optional than compements of verbs:as a matter of fact almost every nominal complement can be omitted in somecircumstance, as shown here:(3) a. AquestaThis tardaafternoon una grupgroup deof nenschildren jugavaplayed ain lathe pla�casquareb. ElThe grupgroup l'him/her hahas acceptataccepted moltvery b�ewell(4) a. Comprar�ewill-buy(1st-sing) dostwo fullssheets deof cartolinapaperboardb. Escriu-howrite-it enon una fullsheetFor complements of nouns the strategy of listing as a di�erent lexical en-try every distinct subcategorisation option is not very convincing, as thereis almost no grammatical aspect that may help choose a particular lexicalentry over another. This is even more problematic in languages like Catalanor Spanish in which the great majority of complements to nouns are intro-duced by the preposition de. Furthermore the choice between the objectiveand the subjective interpretations for complements of transitive deverbalnouns is very often not possible on simple syntactic grounds:(5) a. l' estudi de les plantes (the study of plants)b. l' avaluaci�o dels inspectors (the evaluation of the inspectors)



The examples in (5) clearly show that the choice between objective andsubjective interpretation strictly depends on the semantic value of thosecomplements, since their syntactic structure is exactly the same. Thesefacts clearly show the need to integrate full semantic information in thetreatment of these complements. Further arguments can be derived fromexamples like those in (6), where it is shown that discourse elements caninuence the interpretation of complements: as can be seen, complementsthat are not explicitly present in the NP or VP may serve as antecedentof an anaphoric relation or of a discourse implication. Thus the subjectof bonica ('beautiful') (6a) and natural (6b) can be only the result of theacts of decorating and translating, respectively. And the use of the de�nitedeterminers el seu ('her') (6c) and l' ('the') (6d) is licensed by the "hidden"complements of mare ('mother') and amanir ('dress').(6) a. Lathe decoraci�odecoration delof-the pontbridge ensus hahas costattaken molt,much, per�obut hahas quedatresulted tansobonica!beautiful(fem)b. Traduirto-translate aquestthis fullet�opamet m'me hahas costattaken molt,a-lot, per�obut alin-the �nalend hahasquedatresulted moltvery naturalnaturalc. Aquestthis mat��morning hahas vingutcome unaa mare.mother. Veniacame(3rd-sg) ato dirsay quethat eltheseuher �llson nonot podr�awill-be-able venircome ato l'the excursi�oexcursiond. Hemhave(1st-pl) amanitdressed l'the enciamsalad per�obut l'it hemhave(1st-pl) llen�catthrown-awayperqu�ebecause l'the olioil erawas rancirancidModi�ers can also be di�cult to integrate by means of standard ap-proaches. In some cases the adjective denotes di�erently depending on thecontext in which it appears (7).(7) a. una biga llarga (a long beam)b. una llarga tradici�o (a long tradition)Of course, the di�erence here concerns the distinction between inter-sective and non-intersective interpretations of the adjective. But there aredi�erences of interpretation in cases of exclusively non-intersective uses aswell. Consider the adjective r�apid ('fast'): it usually modi�es events, and



yet it can appear in expressions like those in (8) where it predicates of in-dividuals. In section 5.2 we take into account further issues concerning thiskind of adjective.(8) a. un mecan�ograf r�apid (a fast typist)b. un conductor r�apid (a fast driver)c. un cotxe r�apid (a fast car)To deal with cases such as all of these, in the next section we modify andenrich the content description level of HPSG by integrating lexical semanticsinformation as in GL [Pustejovsky 1995].4 Proposed treatment4.1 A cross-category approach to semantic informationThe need for a new view of HPSG semantic level is not motivated only bythe data presented here. It is actually also necessary in trying to account fortwo (already classic) problems in formal and computational semantics: theintegration of approaches to verbal modi�ers and approaches to nominals ad-juncts, and the representation of the predicate structure of nominalisations.The inadequacy of HPSG in dealing with these two problems derives from itscategory-oriented treatment of semantics. Thus the reasonably establishedapproach to nominal adjuncts cannot be extended to verbal modi�ers sincethe semantic structure for verbs does not introduce any index attribute towhich the possible adjuncts could be linked. Similarly, nominal signs haveno level where to express their predicate-argument structure, in contrast toverbs, where this level is indeed present.We therefore argue for an homogeneous treatment across the di�erentmajor syntactic categories. Such an approach is within the lines of priorwork, starting in Davidson [1967]. In HPSG-related work we �nd Badia& Colominas [1998], where a speci�c treatment is proposed to deal withthe above mentioned problems within HPSG, Minimal Recursion Semantics(MRS), the computational semantics framework developed by Copestake etal. [1998], and Sag & Wasow [1999:ch.6], which establishes a uni�ed cross-category treatment of semantics from an HPSG-based view of grammar. Ourproposal follows these works in developing a unique semantic structure forall major syntactic categories.3 The resulting basic sign for the contentlevel in the representation of linguistic units is as follows:3As will be shown in section 4.2, nominal and verbal categories will be distinguishedby the treatment of quanti�cation.



2666666666664contentrestind266666666664index indexargstr argument-structurerestr 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: qualia2666664evstr event-structureidentstr �formal formalconstitutive constitutive�functstr �agentive agentivetelic telic � 37777759>>>>>>=>>>>>>;3777777777753777777777775Figure 1: Basic sign for the content levelThe modi�ed content level integrates the index and restriction(restr) attributes used in the description of the semantics of nominals,together with argument-structure (argstr), which would correspondto nucleus, the attribute that introduces the predicate-argument informa-tion of verbal signs in standard HPSG. We adopt here the term argstrfrom GL since, in constrast to nucleus, argstr classi�es the argumentsin the relations expressed by the entity according to the distinction amongtrue-, default- and shadow-arguments (cf. (2)).A second remarkable di�erence between standard HPSG and our pro-posal concerns the appropriate type for restr: as can be observed, it is nota set of psoas but a set of qualia structures, each of them constituted bythree di�erent information levels: event structure (evstr), identity struc-ture (idenstr) and functional structure (funcstr). Thus, the semanticrestrictions that the denoted entity has to satisfy are not constituted by asingle relation or property (one per psoa); instead, each description level inthe qualia structure introduces at least one relation that concerns a partic-ular aspect of the word's meaning.Let us now turn to the speci�c information in the qualia structure. Forreaders minimally familiarized with GL, it may appear that there is hardlyany relation between the qualia structure as is stated in GL and the one intro-duced here. In standard GL, the qualia structure expresses lexical semanticinformation concerning four speci�c dimensions of the denoted entity: theproperties that classify it within the class it belongs to (the formal role), itsconstitutive structure (constitutive), its originating process (agentive)and its purpose (telic). Apparently, none of these dimensions directly ap-pear as attributes of the qualia type in �gure 1. Note, however, that twoof the attributes represented, idenstr and funcstr, group into two levelsthe four classic qualia roles: formal and constitutive on the one hand,and agentive and telic on the other. This dual distinction is based onthe lines drawn by recent work within GL, where special attention is given



to the functional qualia levels [Pustejovsky 1998, 1999]. The particular for-malization that we adopt here is argued for in the following section.A second di�erence between the standard qualia structure and the oneshown in �gure 1 is the inclusion of the evstr level. In GL evstr is anindependent semantic level that represents information of the eventualityexpressed by the entity. Here we include evstr within the qualia structure,which is the type appropriate for the restr value, because, for most kindsof predicative expressions, it conveys semantically relevant information thatrestricts the entity pointed at by the index and that has to be preserved asrestrictive information through the processes of phrasal composition.4.2 Di�erences among semantic types in the composition ofphrasal unitsSo far we have attempted a category-uni�ed treatment of lexical. Now wewant to integrate it with the compositional dimension of meaning. We followthe treatment for quanti�cation given in Pollard & Sag [1994]. However,some modi�cations have to be introduced in the subtypes of content inorder to preserve the cross-category approach to basic lexical meaning. Thesubtypes of content in standard HPSG are the following:nom obj�index indexrestr set-of-psoa� quanti�er�det semdetrestind npro � psoa�quants list-of-quantsnucleus qfpsoa �Figure 2: Standard HPSG subtypes of contentThe subtype nominal object is the content value appropriate for nonquanti�ed nominals. It is also used as the value of restind, the attributethat concerns the restrictions on the quanti�ed index in the semantic struc-ture of quanti�ed expressions (quanti�er).4 In contrast, in the semanticstructure of predicates (psoa), the value of nucleus is a quanti�er-free psoa(qfpsoa), which is a structure that expresses the relation between the predi-cate and its participants.In subsection 4.1 we assumed that restind was the structure appropriatefor the semantic representation of every major part of speech. This forcesa restatement of content subtypes. First, the restind type as represented inFigure 3 is substituted for nom obj. Secondly, it is also established as thevalue of the restind attribute in the quanti�er semantic structure. And4The restind value in �gure 2, npro, is a subtype of nominal-object.



�nally, we propose that it is also the appropriate structure to express thenuclear information in psoa, the semantic structure of predicates. We there-fore adopt the new restind type as the nucleus attribute (which from nowon will be renamed restind) in the semantic description of predicates. Thethree standard subtypes of content in �gure 2 are respectively transformedas shown in �gure 3:5restind24index indexargstr argstrrestr set-of-qualia35 quanti�er�det semdetrestind restind� psoa�quants list-of-quantsrestind restind �Figure 3: Modi�ed HPSG subtypes of contentThe change in the basic semantic types also requires a revision of theSemantics Principle. According to this principle, the nuclear semanticinformation received by the phrasal mother is taken from a di�erentdaughter depending on the headed-phrase type: for head-adjunct-structuresthe content value has to be token-identical to that of the semantic headdaughter; otherwise, it is identical to that of the head daughter. Howeverour proposal has introduced a substancial modi�cation that preventsthe adequate operation of the principle: the introduction in all majorcategory of an index that expresses the kind of denoted entity (individual oreventuality). Following the standard Semantics Principle, the index valueof the mother node has to be projected from the modi�er and not fromthe syntactic head. This is now problematic in the case of head-modi�errelations because, contrary to the standard HPSG version, in our versionthere is no correspondence between the modi�er and head indices, and theone that would be (now wrongly) projected to the mother would be that ofthe modi�er.6 In section 5.2 we will go into this discussion in more detail.For the moment we propose to restate the Semantics Principle in orderto adequately account for the composition of semantic information. Ourproposal follows Sag & Wasow [1999] in assuring a `head-driven' character5For practical reasons, from now on we will use the restind type to represent not onlythe semantic structure of nonquanti�ed nominal expressions, but also both quanti�ed andpredicative expressions, omitting the other attributes in the quanti�er and psoa types.6Recall that adjectives already have an index value in standard HPSG. Nevertheless,it is an index that is coindexed with the index introduced by the nominal head (i.e., anindex that expresses the referent denoted by the noun being modi�ed). The SemanticsPrinciple, therefore, applied correctly in the composition of adjective-noun phrases since,when projecting the semantic information of the adjective to the mother node, the indexvalue still corresponded to the nominal one.



to semantic composition in parallel with syntactic processing:7In a headed phrase:a. the retrieved value is as in Pollard & Sag [1994:232]; andb. the index and argstr attributes of the content value are identical to thoseof the head daughter, whereas the restr set value is composed of the unionof each daughter's restr set.4.3 Exploiting generative relations among word meaningsSo far we have extended the semantic information level in HPSG with therepresentational apparatus of GL. This view of the semantic treatment oflinguistic expressions is not new. An integration of GL semantic represen-tation and HPSG syntax is proposed to some extend in Copestake [1993],Copestake & Briscoe [1996] and Johnston [1996], and more explicitly in Ba-dia & Saur�� [1998, 1999], so that a reasonably straightforward interactionbetween syntax and semantics become available. Furthermore, a simpli�edversion of the standard GL representation has been used in two EU-fundedprojects: Acquilex and SIMPLE.8 Common to these approaches is the factthat they do not implement the generative dimension of GL, but merely useits representational structure. However, the treatment proposed in GL reliesnot only on the organisation of the semantic information but also on a setof generative mechanisms which code the relations that di�erent aspects ofthe meaning of words may have with one another, thus accounting for thecreativity of the lexicon. Note that the generative capacity of the system isessential in order to reduce the number of lexical entries and, consequently,ambiguity in analysis. If we had a representational system that allowed usto express neatly the di�erent aspects of word meaning but gave us no wayof relating them, we would end up with a sense enumeration lexicon {moresophisticated, but still sense enumeration.The generative devices in GL are co-composition, selective-binding andtype coercion [Pustejovsky 1995:ch.7]. In GL implementations proposals,these devices are generally less used than the representational structure ofGL, probably because they are not easy to implement. For example, theLKB used to implement the Acquilex proposals [Copestake 1993] was notpowerful enough to introduce the generative mechanisms of standard GL.7Since we have not modi�ed the HPSG treatment of quanti�cation, the part of theSemantics Principle that concerns quanti�cation remains unaltered.8The Acquilex project references are Esprit-BRA 3030 and Esprit-BRA 7315. SIMPLEis funed by EU's DG-XIII, within the LE programme.



We claim, however, that there are currently actual ways of implementingthe generative capacity of the lexicon: basically, what is needed is a propertype system with multiple inheritance and enough inference capacity. Ifthese requirements are met, either with subspeci�cation [Markantonatou &Sadler 1998] or default inheritance [Copestake & Briscoe 1992], or with both[Lascarides & Copestake 1999], most of the devices originally contemplatedin GL (and a few others) can be implemented. Implementations like thenew LKB [Copestake 1998] allow for much of what is needed. In section 5we show how our proposal, which integrates the basic HPSG sign structurewith the declarative and procedural levels of GL semantics description, takesadvantage of the properties of the type system in order to deal with theproblems sketched in section 3.5 Analysis of the data5.1 Optional complementsWe will �rst try to account for optional complements of verbal and nominalpredicates, following the proposal developed in Badia & Saur�� [1998]. Giventheir optionality, the standard HPSG treatment of obligatory complementsby means of valence lists is not adequate to account for them. Nonetheless,San�lippo [1998] sheds some light on how they can be treated. For indepen-dent reasons he proposes that some complements can be treated as actualadjuncts from a syntactic point of view, even if they are thematically boundto the relation denoted by the head. We adopt this mechanism and representD- and S-Args as thematically bound adjuncts, introduced as set membersat the nonlocal (nonloc) information level.Consider �rst an ordinary process-result nominal such as construcci�o('building'), a nominalisation of the verb construir ('build'). As stated inPustejovsky [1995], this verb subcategorises for two obligatory complements(the agent and the result of the building process) and a third argumentthat expresses the material out of which the resulting entity is built. Thisthird argument is considered a D-Arg because it is syntactically optionalbut participates in the logical expression of the event (cf. (2)). In thedeverbal nominalisation, it is not only the 'material' argument but also theagent and result arguments that are optional. Here all three arguments areconsidered D-Args and are formally treated as thematically bound adjuncts�a la San�lippo; that is, instead of being declared in the valence lists, theyare stated as members of the nonlocal set. In �gure 4 we show the processreading of construcci�o. Recall that D-Args, in addition to their expression at
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377777777777777777777777777777777777777777775Figure 4: construcci�o (process reading)In order to see that other types of nominals can also be treated in thisway, consider for instance redescription nominalisations. They di�er fromstandard creation predicates in that their process reading cannot express theargument denoted by the result nominalisation syntactically. Consider thenoun decoraci�o ('decoration'), derived from the verb decorar ('decorate').As opposed to construir, the direct object of decorar does not denote anartifact that results from the decoration act, but a preexisting object beingdecorated. We assume that decorar has three arguments: one correspondingto the agent, a second one that expresses the theme (i.e., the object beingdecorated), and �nally a D-Arg that refers to the material used in the dec-oration. The agent and the theme arguments are subcategorized as T-Argsby the verb, but realized as thematically bound adjuncts when appearing ina nominalization.
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37777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775Figure 5: decoraci�o (process reading)The treatment we propose for decoraci�o is shown in �gure 5. Note thatthis adequately accounts for examples such as (6a) above, where the re-description nominal (decoraci�o) expresses the process reading in the �rstclause, whereas in the second clause it is referred to as denoting the objectresulting from the process. In the representation structure in �gure 5 thereference to the result is allowed by the argument of the formal qualia role,which is not bound by any argument in the argstr just because it can neverbe syntactically realised as an argument. Thus the argument structure actsas interface between the rich semantic representation (i.e., the set of qualiastructures in the value of restr) and the surface mechanisms that licensepredicate complements (valence lists and nonlocal set): only semanticarguments that may be syntactically realised are present in the argumentstructure (either as T-Args or as D- or S-Args). In addition, the rich seman-tic structure of the sign allows us to express semantically implied arguments,and thus provides a treatment for semantically motivated discourse factorslike the ones shown in (6) above.



The proposal outlined here provides an appropriate treatment for cre-ation and redescription predicates in general. Instead of the ad hoc solutionadopted in Badia [1997] for a particular case (traducci�o, 'translation'), ourtreatment derives from a general and systematic approach to the semanticstructure of predicates and their nominalisations. This approach explainswhy anaphoric reference to the unexpressed result argument of the processreading is possible. This treatment is also applicable to the verbs menjarand amanir in examples (1b) and (6d) above. In addition, the rich semanticinformation we use allows us to deal in a natural way with the distinctionbetween subjective and objective complements shown in (5). Other typesof nouns with semantically implied (optional) complements can be similarlytreated; for example, non-deverbal nouns that express a relation with an-other entity, like nouns denoting sets or partition (grup 'group' in (3) andfull 'sheet' in (4)) or relational nouns (mare 'mother' in (6c)).5.2 Non-intersective modi�cationWe now turn to non-intersective (nominal) modi�ers, which, as pointed outabove, also demand a revision of the standard HPSG semantic treatment.The problems illustrated by the adjective r�apid (`fast') in (8) above are two.On the one hand, the adjective presents a non-intersective interpretation: itis generally an eventuality predicate but here it modi�es individual-denotingnouns. On the other hand, it denotes di�erently (`who types fast', `whodrives fast', `that can be driven fast') depending on the noun it combineswith [Bartsch 1985], although there is indeed a semantic core that is commonto all three instances of r�apid {that is, the property of being fast of a givenevent.Larson [1998] explains similar non-intersective cases by adapting David-son's event analysis, originally developed for adverbs, into the semanticstructure of the nominal expressions. His proposal, particularly focussed onagentive nouns like dancer or typist, provides good insight into the problembut leaves some aspects unresolved, such as the pervasivity of event mod-i�cation in nominals. Interestingly, however, Pustejovsky's GL approacho�ers an adequate and systematic treatment of these facts. If we assumethat r�apid (`fast') is an event predicate, then we can argue it triggers anevent interpretation for the noun it modi�es. This can be done by apply-ing the selective-binding mechanism, which forces the adjective to predicateover the qualia level which is adequate to its selectional restrictions (i.e., anevent), instead of predicating over the whole entity. Thus, when modifyingmecan�ograf ('typist'), r�apid predicates of the process of typing, the event



encoded at the telic level of the semantic structure of the noun, whereaswith conductor ('driver'), r�apid predicates of the `driving' event.GL, therefore, provides an elegant treatment of the non-intersective use ofadjectives that predicate of events. It is also general enough to explain theirapparent sense variation depending on the noun they appear with. Theseadvantages are mainly due to two factors. One, the distinction betweenindividual- and eventuality-denoting adjectives; and two, the introduction ofa structured multi-layered semantic level for the description of the contentof nominals (and other categories). Nevertheless, these two factors entail thetwofold revision of the standard HPSG semantic treatment of modi�er-headrelations discussed in section 4: the assumption that there are two distinctsorts of indices forces a revision of the Semantics Principle, whereas thecomplexity in the semantic content level of nouns makes clear the need for ahighlighting mechanism of semantic information. The next two subsectionswillbriey discuss these revision, while the third subsection develops theissue of the implementation of GL's generative mechanisms in a real typedsystem.5.2.1 Index information and its processing through compositionprocessesThe issue we will focus on here was introduced in section 4.2, where a modi-�cation of the Semantics Principle was put forward. Here we want to revisitit in connection to the examples in (8) and in light of the recently proposeddistinction between individual- and eventuality-denoting indices. Once thedistinction is assumed, it turns out that certain adjective-noun phrases can-not be adequately handled by standard HPSG semantics treatments.Phrases composed of an individual-modifying adjective and a nominalhead are no problem for HPSG. Already in Pollard & Sag [1994], the index(of type individual) introduced by the adjective is coindexed with the indexof the nominal head and, by the standard Semantics Principle, it is projectedto the semantic structure of the mother node. Similarly, the case of event-mody�ng adjectives that combine with typically event-denoting nouns (suchas construcci�o ('building') or decoraci�o ('decoration') is not a problem eitheras long as eventuality types of indices are available: the eventuality indexintroduced by the adjective is coindexed with the index the nominal head andis projected to the mother node by means of the Semantics Principle muchin the same way as individual indices. Problems appear, however, in casesof non-intersective modi�cation such as those in (8). Here the (eventuality)index of the adjective is of a di�erent sort from the (individual) index of the



nominal head. Besides, the index projected to the mother node would be themodi�er's eventuality index, altough the entity being referred to by the wholephrase (for instance, a fast typist) corresponds to an individual. To overcomethis inadequacy (within a head-driven approach to semantic composition),we have put forward the modi�cation of the Semantics Principle in section4.2, which simply forces the head to project its semantic information to themother node.However, this analysis interferes with another important aspect of clas-sic HPSG semantics: the speci�c nature of the index feature. Indeed, inthe case of nouns indices introduce the kind of entity referred to by theword. This is, however, not so with adjectives, where the index value cor-responds to the entity (individual or eventuality) being modi�ed, instead ofexpressing the property-denoting character of the adjective. Therefore ourproposed modi�cation also brings about a change in the semantic structureof adjectives and other modi�ers, the index of which will introduce the typeof entity denoted by the adjective (i.e., a state {a kind of eventuality). Thisrevision has positive repercussions for the general treatment of adjectives:they now express a part of nuclear information to which their possible com-plements and modi�ers can be linked, and some information about the headthey modify.5.2.2 Semantic prominence among qualia rolesLet us now turn to the issue of the extension of the semantics level with amulti-layered structure derived from the qualia and eventive structures inGL. As already seen, this representation level (combined with the selective-binding mechanism) allows for an adequate treatment of non-intersectivemodi�ers such as those in (8). However, there is still one unsolved issue:there are at least two event values (at the agentive and telic level) in thequalia structure of all nouns, and it is not clear how event-selecting adjec-tives manage to choose between them. The adjective r�apid ('fast') providesexamples of this:(9) a. un mecan�ograf r�apid (a fast typist)b. un cotxe r�apid (a fast car)(10) a. un past��s r�apid (a quick cake)b. una construcci�o r�apida (a fast building)R�apid selects the telic quale of the noun when modifying mecan�ograf(`typist') or cotxe (`car'), (9); that is, it selects the information about the



goal process related to the denoted entity. But when it combines with past��s('cake') or construcci�o (`building'), r�apid selects the agentive level (10), whichconveys the information concerning the genesis process of the entity.It is our intuition that not all nominal lexical entries have their qualiastructured in the same way. That is to say, every nominal class has a par-ticular quale role which is more prominent than the others. For instance,instrumental and agentive nouns (such as knife and typist, respectively) arecharacterised by the prominence in their telic quale; whereas in result nomi-nalisations (such as building) and nouns like statue the most prominent eventlevel is the agentive quale. For the sake of brevity we will not discuss thisissue any further here (see [Badia & Saur�� 1999] for detail). What mainlyinterests us here is how to implement the enrichment of the information inthe qualia structure of nominals in order to indicate the particular quale rolethat is prominent in each case (where applicable). As an example, �gure 6shows the entry for ganivet ('knife'), a noun that highlights the telic role:926666666666666666664cont
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37777777777777777775Figure 6: ganivet ('knife')Prominence highlights a particular piece of the noun's semantic infor-mation. The four GL qualia roles are subject to tensions and oppositionsbetween them, which are manifested through analogous pieces of informa-tion: between the formal and the constitutive qualia, on the one hand, as theroles that express identity properties of entities, and between the agentiveand telic information, on the other hand, as eventuality-referring levels. Al-though for reasons of space this account is very roughly sketched here, thisfact is what grounds the division into two pairs of the four classic GL qualiaroles: one named identity structure, which concerns the identity of the entityreferred to by the noun, and a second one which concerns its functionality9For reasons of space, from now on we only show the relevant semantic levels.



(functional structure). Within this picture, prominence is, then, the featurethat expresses the strongest role within each of these two basic relations.The notion of prominence turns out to be necessary in adjective-noun composition processes; particularly in those cases where the adjective(individual- or eventuality-modifying) is underspeci�ed as to the particularqualia role that it selects for. In these cases the adjective predicates of theprominent quale in the noun.10 Take �gure 7 as an example; the require-ments imposed by a simple eventuality-modifying adjective like r�apid ('fast')on non-predicative nouns (such as cotxe 'car', and past��s 'cake') would be ex-pressed basically as shown:26666666664loc 2666666664cat j head j mod 264cat �head noun�cont j restr �hfuncstr �prom e2 �i�375cont j restr 8><>:24idenstr j formal 24reln fastevent e1 stateinst e2 35359>=>; 377777777537777777775Figure 7: r�apid ('fast')The adjective's content level states that r�apid predicates the propertyof being fast of an eventuality which in turn corresponds to the prominenteventuality in the funcstr of the modi�ed noun. This structure repre-sents the information that r�apid should contain in order to allow for a non-intersective use (as in examples (8)). But r�apid is actually a modi�er ofeventuality-denoting nouns (such as construcci�o ('building') and decoraci�o('decoration') in their process reading) and therefore selects for nouns withan index value of type eventuality. It is precisely in the cases where thenominal head does not comply with this requirement that a non-intersectiveinterpretation of the adjective is allowed by means of the selective-bindingmechanism. The issue arising at this point is how to implement within areal typed feature system the selective-binding mechanism used to explainthe non-intersective use of certain adjectives.5.2.3 Implementing GL mechanismsThe three generative mechanisms in Pustejovsky [1995] are adopted as oper-ative devices to explain certain recursive relations observed between words.10The fact that nouns present two di�erent prominent qualia (one in idenstr and theother in funcstr) is not a problem: the former is established among individual-typeindices, whereas the latter is chosen from eventualities.



However a closer look reveals that they actually constitute the description ofprocesses that occur between word meanings. Taking as an example the caseof r�apid previously analised, we see that the selective-binding mechanism isan abstraction of the non-intersective interpretation process. Therefore thereis a need to establish a formal treatment of this process and others that aresubject to comparable relations. For our implementation we use the (new)LKB system [Copestake 1998], a grammar and lexicon development environ-ment which is speci�cally designed for the use of typed feature structureswith underspeci�cation and multiple default inheritance. Such a exible androbust platform allows us to implement the GL generative mechanisms bysimply exploiting the expressiveness of the type system, instead of having toview them as extra processes that apply to the lexicon.Given that non-intersective uses of adjectives are secondary to the com-mon intersective ones, we establish a partial hierarchy for eventuality-modifying adjectives. It consists in a �rst general type (eventual-ity modi�er adjective), which represents the intersective use of adjectives,and a second type (subeventuality modi�er adjective), which is a subtype ofthe former type and represents the fact that these adjectives may predicateover a \subeventuality" within the nominal head. Since part of the informa-tion of both types is incompatible (basically, the semantic level in the nounstructure to which the eventuality index belongs) we need some overwritingmechanism. To implement it we take bene�t of YADU ('Yet Another DefaultUni�cation'), the default representation proposal in Lascarides & Copestake[1999] which is e�ectively integrated into LKB. In YADU, types are rep-resented by means of bipartite structures (typed default feature structures(TDFSs)) of the form Indefeasibe/Tail: Indefeasible is a simple typed featurestructure that expresses what is indefeasible, whereas Tail, which speci�esthe defeasible information, consists of a set of pairs where the �rst memberof the pair is an atomic feature structure (a single path or equivalence) andthe second one is a type.The partial YADU hierarchy needed to account for both intersective andnon-intersective uses of eventuality-modifying adjectives is as shown in �g-ure 8.11 The indefeasible information stated in the general supertype iscompletely subsumed by the subtype. The di�erence between both TDFSsis in the Tail, where the supertype asks for an eventuality-denoting noun,11Due to space limitations, we will not represent the �rst members of each pair in thetail set as an atomic feature structure. Instead, we integrate all of them in a unique,non-atomic feature structure {this is why there is just one pair in both tails. In addition,we have abbreviated some of the (already abbreviated) attribute names: c j h j m standsfor cat j head j mod, whereas r stands for restr.



whereas its subtype selects for the prominent eventuality in the functionalstructure of the noun {the other content level where eventuality-type in-dexes are stated. Note that the information in the subtype TDFS basicallycorresponds to that stated in �gure 7.266666666664ev mod adjcat j head j mod"cat j head nounconthindex >restr >i#cont26664index indexevstr �head e1 state�r8<:"ident j form"rel releve e1inst e2##9=;37775377777777775 / 8>><>>:h"c j h jm j cont�index e2 process�cont j rn�ident j form j inst e2 �o#,event modi�er adjective i 9>>=>>;subevent modi�er adjective / 8>>>>><>>>>>:h2664c j h j m j cont"index 1rn�func j prom e2 �o#cont j rn�ident j form j inst e2 �o 3775,subevent modi�er adjective i 9>>>>>=>>>>>;Figure 8: Partial type hierarchy for r�apid-like adjectives6 ConclusionsIn this paper we have shown that a strictly syntactically oriented approachis clearly inadequate to deal with (both verbal and nominal) complement op-tionality and non-intersective modi�cation. A basic requirement for a moreadequate treatment is to have available a semantic information level that,although connected, is independent of the syntactic level. Furthermore, thiscontent level should be based on a rich and robust conception of seman-tics. This allows us to deal with several problematic issues in a natural way:the implication of participants and events that take part in the denotationof lexical items but are not syntactically expressable, the selection restric-tions imposed by predicates on their arguments, and non-intersective usesof adjectives.We have introduced several modi�cations into the standard HPSG con-tent level by adopting a cross-category approach to semantics. Our ground-ing semantic model has been GL, from which we have taken adopted with itsrepresentational dimension and its generative capacity. We have also devel-
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